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IFLA NEWS

Interested in Landscape?
IFLA has launched a “Friends of IFLA”, a way for anyone
with an interest in landscape to become part of the IFLA
family.
You don’t even need to be a landscape architect to join.
Launched in 2016, Friends of IFLA is designed for those
people who care about landscape and our profession no
matter their background. Friendship creates a means for
you to become involved with IFLA and connect to our
international community.
Benefits of joining include:
Opportunities to build professional networks
Quarterly updates and Annual Action Plan
Discounts on our job advertisement services
Opportunity to contribute to professional platforms
Ways to keep in touch with issues impacting the
landscape worldwide
Become a Friend of IFLA here.
IFLA World Congress 2017 update:
The EarlyBird rate for IFLA members has been extended
until 26 May 2017. To take advantage, register here for both
the IFLA World Congress and the World Design Summit.
Contact admin@iflaonline.org for the offer code.
The World Design Summit is an unprecedented
international event during which practitioners, academics
and other players from the design scene will get together to
address a broad spectrum of issues related to the various
disciplines of design. The whole of the event is planned to
foster crossovers and the exchange of knowledge between
disciplines.
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From
members: The 5th IFLA-Africa Symposium, 2nd AAPM Symposium: 'Learning the
Pastour
Issues
Landscape // Landscapes of Learning; towards a sustainable world through new approaches in
Landscape Architecture and ancestral customs' will take place 13 -14 July in Rabat. More
information can be found here.

Events from around the World: http://iflaonline.org/events/
Browse the latest job opportunities here: http://iflaonline.org/jobadverts/
Become a Friend of IFLA http://iflaonline.org/home/friendsofifla/
Support IFLA's work here: http://iflaonline.org/sponsorship/donate/
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